Review: decision aids increase patients’ knowledge and realistic expectations and reduce decisional conflict


Clinical impact ratings GP/FP/Primary care ★★★★★★ Geriatrics ★★★★★★

Q In people making treatment or screening decisions, what are the measurable effects of patient decision aids (interventions designed to help people make choices relevant to their own health status)?

CONCLUSION

Decision aids enhance knowledge and realistic expectations, and reduce decisional conflict.

Commentary

Like medical decision making itself, the study of decision aids is complex. Are such aids effective? How should we define their “effectiveness”?

O’Connor et al have made an impressive effort to summarise the current state of knowledge. By its unprecedented comprehensiveness and rigour, this review makes a novel contribution to the literature.

This broad perspective does, however, result in heterogeneity. Patients and their surrogates, as well as healthy people considering screening, all contributed data to this review. Those studied were considering issues as varied as infant circumcision and cancer surgery. The included studies used a variety of decision aids, ranging from simple pamphlets to interactive computer software. Outcomes assessed varied from knowledge to decisional conflict and quality of life. Many of the potential outcomes were measured in different ways: for example, at least 5 scales were used to assess satisfaction with participation in decision making, the decision making process, and the decision itself.

Because of the variation across studies, it is difficult to determine the clinical significance of some effects reported. The statistically significant reduction (weighted mean difference) in total decisional conflict of 5.8% may or may not be meaningful, depending on the clinical context.

At present, decision aids remain primarily within the research setting. Clinicians considering the use of a specific aid in a given clinical context should seek out the randomised trials specific to their situation to better gauge effectiveness. Frequently, changes in questionnaire scores that correspond to about 0.5 standard deviations are clinically important; however, one must know the instrument well to interpret percentage changes. Researchers should use the suggestions of this review to focus and standardise future efforts in this field.
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MAIN RESULTS

34 trials evaluating 30 different decision aids for 16 screening or treatment options met the selection criteria. Decision aids performed better than usual care for the outcomes of knowledge, realistic expectations, preferences and uptake of options, decisional conflict, participation in decision making, and patient indecision (table). Detailed decision aids performed better than simple decision aids for the outcomes of knowledge, realistic expectations (table), and the match between values and choice. 5 of 9 trials showed improvements in satisfaction with the process and decision. Minimal or no differences between groups were seen for anxiety or general health outcomes.
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